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EWPC Meeting Date: 22.07.2024 
 

Highways Issues Reports 
See Highways Issue log.  
 
Highways Maintenance Schedule 
The HCC list of major works for July 2024 is published on line. Examination shows there to be no anticipated 
major works currently planned for or near to  the Parish.  

Temporary repairs to  potholes remain an issue throughout the parish, with some works being declared by HCC 
as being completed when as yet only having a white outline marking ( e.g. Tile Barn Row) and others having 
received temporary repairs which are already breaking down.  The resultant  state of local roads  remains 
atrocious but, beyond continued liaison with HCC via reporting systems and direct communication, there is 
little more that EWPC can do to improve the situation for our parishioners while the poor financial state 
reported by HCC shows little sign of improvement.   

Highway Works Announced in next 3 months 

 
 

A summary of listed permissions from HCC is shown below. More precise dates for individual locations may 
be found by opening the respective icons on the interactive map to be found at one.network.  Happily the 
recent spate of disruption caused by Gigaclear installation has now moved on from East Woodhay Parish and 
is predominantly now just affecting Highclere.  
  
18 – 24 July 2024 
Woolton Hill Road 
Traffic Management  
Southern Water – utility maintenance 
 
19– 25 July 2024 
Hollington Lane 
Possible road closure 
Southern Water – utility maintenance 
 

 

https://documents.hants.gov.uk/transport/Op-Res.pdf
https://one.network/
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23 July 2024; 09.30 – 15.30 
Heath End Road (Ball Hill – East Woodhay) / Abbey Wells Road ( East End – Heath End)  
Road Closure – access only  
OpenReach utility  maintenance  
 
7 Sept 2024;  09.30 – 15.30 
Abbey Wells Road ( Adj Lodge Entrance 
Road Closure – access only. Diversion via Fullers Lane 
OpenReach utility  maintenance  
 
11 Sept 2024;  09.30 – 15.30 
Hilliers Farm Lane 
Road Closure – access only. Diversion via Fullers Lane 
OpenReach utility  maintenance  
 
 

 
Additional to the Highways Report Log the following provides reports recent activity. 
 
Raised Sluice Valve at Church Road/ Abbey Wells Road Jct ( Brownies Corner) 

There has been no evident progress on this by Southern Water at time of this 
report, although specific follow-up has not been undertaken due to leave. Direct 
further enquiry will be pursued w/c 22.07.2024 

GD to monitor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vivid Grounds Maintenance  

Vivid grounds maintenance staff have now fully  resumed 
care of Vivid property associated land, including regular 
grass cutting and kerb weed management. 
 
No further communication received in relation to need of 
attention to dilapidation of Copnor garages. This will be 
further pursued if nothing heard by month end. 

Traffic Speed Exiting Ball Hill 
Communication was received in June from a concerned parishioner regarding vehicle speeds whilst still 
within the restricted zone when exiting Ball Hill in the direction of Enborne Row. The EWPC SID is regularly 
placed in Ball Hill as part of its HCC approved rotation around the Parish; however, approval has not 
previously been sought for speed detection on the outbound length of road towards the Furze Bush Inn and 
beyond. Enquiry has now been raised with HCC to determine if this may be accommodated on an existing  
speed limit repeater pole. 

GCD  
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